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Research in pediatric dentistry has been through an abstruse journey from its inception

in the 1900s. Historically, scientific research in pediatric dentistry has shifted its focus

from publishing case reports to research aimed at answering focused questions. The

introduction of evidence-based research opened new directions and possibilities that

provided solutions for addressing several clinical problems in pediatric dentistry. The

foundation of evidence-based dentistry relies on the integration of the best scientific

evidence, the expertise of the clinician, and most importantly, the treatment need and

values of the patient.
Evidence-based research

In evidence-based research, hierarchy is determined by the nature of the study

design and the methodological quality of the study. This is portrayed in the form of

a pyramid with weaker study designs at the bottom followed by case-control and

cohort studies in the middle, randomized controlled trials (RCTs), and systematic

reviews and meta-analysis at the very top. Although this hierarchy is based on

the study design, the quality varies based on the internal and external validity of

the individual study designs. Several tools and checklists have been developed to

assess the quality of published studies. For example, Grading of

Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluations (GRADE) provides

a systematic approach to rating the certainty of evidence in systematic reviews

(1). This considers the risk of bias, imprecision, inconsistency, indirectness, and
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publication bias of individual studies included in the

analysis. Even in a well-conducted and reported systematic

review, a “very low” certainty of the evidence of the

included studies in which the true effect is probably

markedly different from the estimated effect reduces the

quality of evidence and thereby makes the weak

recommendation for intervention.
Current trends

Evidence-based research in Pediatric Dentistry mainly

revolves around systematic reviews and meta-analysis that

has gained popularity in the past few decades. More

recently, newer dimensions towards synthesizing data within

systematic reviews have been explored in Pediatric Dentistry

including Network Meta-Analysis (NMA) and Trial

Sequential Analysis (TSA). Historically, this approach has

been employed in studies pertaining to clinical medicine.

Network Meta-Analysis uses the estimates of the relative

effectiveness of all interventions on the primary outcomes

by combining direct and indirect evidence (2). Trial

Sequential Analysis avoids random errors and calculates the

required information size to detect or reject a certain

intervention effect from the meta-analysis of primary

outcomes (3).

A well-conducted systematic review of methodologically

sound randomized controlled trials is mostly placed at the

top of the evidence pyramid. Although this is the case, not

all published systematic reviews are of good quality. There

are two main aspects to determine the quality of a

published study, firstly, to see how well it is conducted and

secondly, how well it is reported. The guidelines on

methodological quality inform authors on conducting

research and it is recommended to follow them whilst

designing the study. This will ensure adherence to the study

design and identify any deviations from the initial study

design. To assess the methodological quality of systematic

reviews, A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews

(AMSTAR) has been developed (4). Using this tool, a

recent study found that the reporting quality of systematic

reviews and meta-analysis in Pediatric dentistry was

inadequate and identified several areas for improvement (5).

The same applied to the abstracts of systematic reviews and

meta-analysis in Pediatric dentistry (6). In contrast to

methodological quality, checklist items on the reporting

quality provide authors a set of guidelines on transparent

reporting and to avoid selective bias in reporting of results.

For example, the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic

Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) help authors to

improve the reporting of systematic reviews (7). Most often,

the methodological and reporting guidelines are related and

go hand in hand. The reporting guidelines and the checklist
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Enhancing the Quality and Transparency of Health

Research (EQUATOR) network (www.equator-network.org).

The above statements were developed specifically for

different study designs and could be applied to any

specialty in dentistry. Alternatively, a new set of evidence

based recommendations for reporting research specific to

Pediatric Dentistry has been recently presented by the

Reporting Standards for Research in Pediatric Dentistry

(RAPID) group. This statement was intended to facilitate

complete and transparent reporting and thereby minimizing

bias arising from inadequate reporting of research in

Pediatric Dentistry (8).

Most recently, a very few umbrella reviews have been

published on topics in Pediatric Dentistry (9, 10). Umbrella

review is a review of previously published systematic reviews or

meta-analysis and follows a uniform approach for all factors to

allow their comparison. In simple terms, based on the design,

an umbrella review is a systematic review of systematic reviews.

To date, they represent one of the highest levels of evidence

synthesis. Some key points to be considered towards

conducting a robust umbrella review include specification of

the protocol, the definition of the variables of interest,

estimation of common effect size, reporting the heterogeneity

and potential biases, performing stratification of the evidence,

conducting sensitivity analyses, reporting transparent results,

use of appropriate software and acknowledgment of the

limitations (11). Another area of EBD is clinical practice

guidelines (CPG) that are systematically developed statements

to assist practitioner and patient decisions about specific

clinical circumstances in Pediatric Dentistry. This is conducted

by synthesizing the evidence from systematic reviews as well as

evaluation of independent studies pertaining to a topic. The

Academy of Pediatric Dentistry has published several such

guidelines, for example, clinical practice guidelines on pulp

therapy in primary teeth (12).
Future directions

Any form of secondary research solely relies on the

quality of primary research and the existing research

materials. For example, a systematic review and meta-

analysis (secondary research) on randomized trials

(primary research) cannot provide a strong

recommendation if the randomized trials were not

conducted properly although the review strictly adhered to

methodological (AMSTAR) and reporting (PRISMA)

guidelines. It is important to improve the quality of

primary research which will in turn lead to good quality

secondary research. For example, there is no agreement

amongst dental professionals or patients as to which

outcomes should be measured when investigating
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FIGURE 1

Integration of evidence based research specific to randomized controlled trials in pediatric dentistry. NMA, Network Meta-Analysis; TSA, Trial
Sequential Analysis; CONSORT, Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials; AMSTAR, A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews; PRISMA,
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.
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interventions for clinical conditions related to pediatric

dentistry. The Core Outcome Measures in Effectiveness

Trials (COMET) is an initiative that aims at developing

and applying agreed standardized sets of outcomes, known

as “core outcome sets” (COS) that represents the

minimum criteria that should be measured and reported in

all clinical trials, for a specific condition (13). For clinical

trials in pediatric dentistry, it is recommended to develop

core outcome sets for various clinical scenarios. Also, it is

recommended to follow the Consolidated Statement of

Reporting Trials (CONSORT) guidelines whilst reporting

trials in Pediatric Dentistry (14). The integration of

evidence-based research specific to Randomized Controlled

Trials in Pediatric Dentistry is presented in Figure 1.

In conclusion, future research on EBD in Pediatric

Dentistry should focus on identifying deficiencies in both

primary and secondary research that will in turn help

enable providing scientifically valid recommendations.

Consensus should be reached amongst the authors, editors,

and other stakeholders on strictly adhering to the

methodological and reporting guidelines or their extension

when available. It is welcoming news that several pediatric

dental journals have made already it compulsory for the

authors to submit the reporting checklist whilst submitting

their manuscripts. Researchers in clinical medicine has

always been a forerunner, and it is time for the scientific
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community to adapt to the recent advancement in the

synthesis and presentation of primary data in Pediatric

Dentistry.
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